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Introduction


Covid-19 is an unprecedented, rapidly changing pandemic with significant
impacts to the health and economic well-being of our community



The early months of the pandemic required Arlington Transportation to reduce
staffing levels in the field and find ways to ensure the health and safety of
County employees and contractors, while continuing to deliver projects and
services and responding to new pandemic-related assignments



The long-term effects of the pandemic -- on our health and safety, on
transportation trends, and on the funding that supports the County’s
transportation system -- are not yet known
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Arlington’s Transportation Facilities &
Services help serve:


Over 228,000 residents (60% renters, 40% owners) - majority live in
multifamily housing



Over 234,000 at-place workers (46,600 Arlington residents, over 188,000
residents from surrounding communities)



Over 9,200 businesses ranging from large employers to many small businesses
(92% of businesses in Arlington have fewer than 50 employees)



Overnight and same-day visitors - a large hotel sector with over 11,000 hotel
rooms, restaurants and cultural venues patronized by many residents from
surrounding communities



Through commuters

All user groups impacted by Governor’s state of emergency and stay-at-home
order and business closures
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Covid-19 in Arlington - Overall Trends
Phase 1 Phase 2

Phase 3
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Covid-19 in Arlington – Disparity of Impacts
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Covid-19 in Arlington – Disparity of Impacts
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Covid-19 in Arlington – Disparity of Impacts
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Economic Impacts from the Covid-19
Pandemic


Unemployment in Arlington went from 1.9% in February (pre-Covid) to 7% in
April before dropping back to 6.1% in May and 4.6% in August


Understates the impact on Arlington employment since 2/3rds of the workforce
come from the surrounding region where unemployment rates exceeded 10%



Over 40% of Arlington’s surveyed businesses had to lay off staff during the
pandemic



Most Arlington hotels had to close in March and are only starting to reopen for
business - 23.1% occupancy rate in June 2020 compared to 75.5% in June 2019



As of July 2020, passenger trips at Reagan National Airport were off by 78%,
with only 455,000 passengers compared to 2.081 million in July 2019
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Economic Impacts - Burdens on Small Business
and Low and Moderate Income Workers
Service industries – where jobs tend to be lower wage and many employees
are minorities – have been most affected

Source: Arlington Small Business Emergency GRANT (Giving
Resiliency Assets Near Term) Program
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Transportation Safety Trends
With the reduction in traffic volumes, we’ve seen fewer total crashes and fewer
ped/bike/scooter crashes, but this is an area the County will continue to focus
on through Vision Zero as traffic levels increase

Stay-at-Home
Starts
2019
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Covid-19 Impacts on Arlington
Transportation Operations and Staffing


By mid-March, there was a rapidly evolving health emergency in Arlington and the
region with a rising number of cases and hospitalizations, inadequate testing and
critical shortages of personal protective equipment (PPE)



Gov. Ralph Northam declared a state of emergency for Virginia on March 12



Arlington County declared state of emergency on March 13
▪



All County emergency support functions activated, including Transportation

Transportation management focused on:
▪

Aligning with the directives of the Governor’s declared state of emergency, local
declared state of emergency, and stay-at-home orders

▪

Implementing immediate measures to support the health and safety of Transportation
staff and contract workforce

▪

Taking steps to preserve continuity of service delivery to the public across a wide range
of services – including transit/paratransit, commuter services, signal operations,
permitting, inspections
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Covid-19 Impacts on Arlington
Transportation Operations and Staffing
Examples of early actions taken:

Signs and Marking Crew – 8 staff
initially reduced to 4 (w/ supervisor)



Shifted all Courthouse Plaza-based work to remote operations



Shifted inspection protocols to field only with assigned County vehicles, and secured
PPE for essential field work



Shifted all plan review and permitting to a virtual system in coordination with
Inspection Services and Zoning

• Maintains 45,000 regulatory signs,
2,000 in-street flex-posts and 127
cross-walk bollards and provides
contractor oversight for pavement
markings



Reduced Transportation Engineering & Operations field units to half staffing with the
other half on stand-by, and secured PPE for essential field work

Signals/ITS/Streetlight Crew – 10 staff
initially reduced to 5 (w/ supervisor)



Scaled back Arlington Transit bus operations to a modified Saturday schedule while
preserving 7-day-a-week service on high ridership routes to support essential workers



Reduced weekday bus operator staffing from 105 to 46, placing remaining operators on
rotation to reduce field exposure, and secured PPE for bus operators and other field
personnel

• Maintains 296 traffic signals, hawk
signals, Rectangular Flashing
Beacons, over 200 traffic cameras
and over 7,500 County-owned
streetlights



Developed enhanced safety protocols for commuter stores



Worked with Capital Bikeshare operator and member jurisdictions to created enhance
cleaning/disinfection measures for all bikes and kiosks, and secured PPE for field work
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Additional Transportation Assignments
and Workload Responding to Covid-19
Many of these activities were undertaken with reduced staffing:
Transit


Implemented enhanced cleaning/disinfection protocols for all ART buses, and
worked with contract providers to establish enhanced cleaning/disinfection
for all STAR paratransit service



Planned and implemented rear door boarding, free fare, and passenger seat
designations for social distancing on ART buses

Transportation Engineering & Operations


Planned and implemented automated pedestrian signal phasing (provides
walk cycle without pushing the button) in all urban corridors and at locations
with high pedestrian volumes and deployed signage at over 180 signalized
intersections



Implemented Wi-Fi hotspots at select traffic signals to support Arlington
Public Schools distance learning



Repurposed on-street parking for pedestrian movements
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Additional Transportation Assignments
and Workload Responding to Covid-19
Many of these activities were undertaken with reduced staffing:
Transportation Engineering & Operations


Developed plan for evaluating and implementing over 170 public pickup/drop-off zones (PUDO) to support small businesses and job retention



Supported review and approval of temporary outdoor seating permits



Implemented protected pedestrian bypass zones on streets with expanded
outdoor dining or where significant pedestrian queuing is occurring

All Transportation Bureaus


Supported Arlington Public Schools on transportation for back-to-school and
led development of transportation management plans around schools
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Evaluating Requests for Temporary
Street Closures
These requests were considered in the larger framework of the County’s
emergency response to the health crisis and the ensuing economic crisis
Factors included:


Operational issues – including the need to continue providing transit service for
essential workers, the need to provide convenient access for all modes (including
on-street parking and pickup, and outdoor dining zones for struggling retail
businesses) and preserve access for emergency response



Equity considerations – are we addressing the needs of the parts of the community
that are most affected by the crisis?



Staffing and other resource issues across County departments (Manager’s Office,
Environmental Services, Police)
▪

Staff intensity of short-term or temporary measures vs. continue working on permanent
installations

▪

Temporary lane and street closures (outside of repaving and utility repairs) typically
depend on Police staffing and use of overtime
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Continued Delivery of the Base
Transportation Work Program
During the Covid-19 pandemic, Transportation continued to deliver services and
advance plans/projects across the organization:


No lapse in any service area at any time during the first six months of the
pandemic, even with reduced staffing



Engineering plan review and permitting operations throughput improved



Capital project construction continued with some efficiencies gained due to
reduced traffic levels



Continued safety improvements through pavement markings and other civil work

But operations are being affected in certain areas:


Capital maintenance backlog increased due to decreased staffing levels



Community engagement for capital projects and planning efforts was made
more challenging due to the shift to a virtual environment, which added time to
project and plan schedules
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Transportation Project Delivery
Continues During the Pandemic


Final landscaping and markings for Clarendon Circle - project widened
sidewalks and created wider crosswalk areas



Completed Lynn Street Esplanade & Custis Trail Improvements - created
wider sidewalks and significantly widened a section of the Custis Trail



Implemented new sections of bike lanes on Clarendon Boulevard from North
Rhodes Street to North Oak Street



Installed new buffered bike lanes and enhanced markings on Wilson
Boulevard west of Four Mile Run

Clarendon Circle

Lynn Street Esplanade

Wilson Boulevard
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Transportation Project Delivery
Continues During the Pandemic


Upgraded bike lanes and added pedestrian facilities on Potomac
Avenue from Crystal Drive to the County line



Continued construction of Columbia Pike Multimodal west end
improvements - adding wider sidewalks along Columbia Pike



Started construction of Ballston Multimodal improvements expanding pedestrian spaces at Ballston Metro station



Reintroduced e-bikes to Capital Bikeshare

New sidewalk on Columbia Pike

CaBi e-bikes
Potomac Avenue
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Challenges for the Transportation
Program Heading into Fall/Winter 2020
Health and safety concerns:


Preparing for potential resurgence of Covid-19 in the late fall/winter
combined with the flu – may trigger reinstatement of reduced operational
staffing levels and other protective measures



Maintaining the overall health and safety of County employees as they
continue working through an ongoing pandemic, which will extend into 2021



How to continue and expand equitable community engagement in an
ongoing pandemic

Transportation changes:


How transportation trends will be affected by increasing telework/flexwork



Ongoing and continued support for Arlington Public Schools as schools
restart with different mode splits



Challenges for Arlington and the region if transit ridership does not recover
to pre-pandemic levels
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Challenges for the Transportation
Program Heading into Fall/Winter 2020
Financial impacts:


Sustainability of WMATA given sustained losses in ridership and revenue September ridership is at 20% of pre-pandemic levels and there is a $200 million
budget gap in the current fiscal year



Arlington’s current year $25+ million operating budget gap, due to pandemicrelated revenue losses, is leading to hiring freezes and reduced operating
spending, which means fewer resources available in Arlington’s transportation
program



Reduced or deferred operating and capital grants from outside funding agencies
directly impacting funding for Arlington’s transportation projects and services,
including Commuter Services and Transit
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